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LINEAR ALGEl3RA AND 1’~S APPLICATIONS 
An Akernative Representation of the Generalized Inverse of 
Partithed Matrices 
inverse of the partitioned matrix 
A 0 B in a particular case was found by $‘” 
A. Ben-Israel [l]. Obviously, from the point of view of determining 
generalized inverses there is no essential difference between the partitioned 
A 
matrices (U, V) and B .’ 
0 
Ben-Israel’s result reads ~4 Mows. 
. 
. 
THEOREBI 1. Let 24s denote by ./Jr(A) a& N(B) the n&l @aces of the 
matrices A and B, respectively, and let Pxo, Pe,VIR,, &/ad PXIA)n,9..(Bj be 
the perpendicular @ejections onto the corresponding sukspaces. I;inaUy, 
suppose that the ktersection of the orthogonal compleme3~ts of TV and 
N(B) is ntill-dimekonal (i.e., its only element is the null veclot). Then 
the generalized invtrse of the nzulrix 
A 
0 B 
can be given by the formula 
A+ 0 B = (A-3 -+- (PJt.‘w- P,Y.(A)f-w(B))(P”V(A) -+- P”f(pp(- A+, H-t) 
In Section 1 it will be pointed out that (1) can be replaced by a slightly 
simpler formula. A comparison of the necessary arithmetic operations 
in the original and in the new representation is also given. Section 2 
is merely an application of the result of Section 1 to the special case 
characterized in Theorem 1. The result obtained is due to Cline [_2] but 
is derived in a different way. In what follows, only well-known propertie 
of the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse A+ of a matrix .4 will be used; 
among them is the following. 
DEFISITIOX For every n x m matrix A A-+ is the unique solution 
of the four simultaneous equations 
44X4 = A, ( ) 5a 
(AX)* = AX, ( 1 5c 
(XA)* = XA. ( 4 6 
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This solution always exists whenever A -# 0. If B is an n 
matrix, then it is convenient to take I?+ == R* $3) 
1. A FORMULA SIMYLER THAN CLINE’S 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let (U, V) be an arbitrars l)artitioued wntrix, /et C: he -’ 
defined by (2)) and let 
‘I’ = u+V(I - c+cj. (fi) 
Then the gmeralz’zed immse of the matrix (/I, Vj is 
( 
(I -+ IT’)--‘(I/+ --- UVC’) 
&I2 . (7j 
+J*(I + 1’T*)--l(U+ - [J-t &rC-rj _+_ C- 
i 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following three 
lemmas, in which we show that Eqs. @a)--(Gdj hold for A = (U, k’j and 
.y =L= 1’. The notations introduced so far, in partit:ular (2j, (61, and (7), 
will be used throughout the paper. 
(U, Vjk’(li’, vj = (c:, t’). 
Pmof. Let US realize that, by virtue of (2) and (cij, (U, I’) can be 
written in the form 
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LEMMA 2. (U, V) and Y satisfy also (5b) ; that is, . 
Y(U, V)Y = Y. 
Proof. The assertion becomes trivial If (9) is applied to the ltzf t side 
of this equation. The onlv fact to be noticed Jere is that UU+CC+ = 
CC’c!U” = 0. This is, hkuever, clear from (2). 
LEMMA 3. The matrix Y ( U, V) is Hcrmitian. 
PYOO/. Observing that (2) implies C-t-U = 0 and WC -= 0, an 
application of (8) and some routine computation yield 
t’(C’, I,‘) Z (1 _j- ~-p)-‘(,,‘tqI, 7”) . . . . 
It is now sufficient to prove that the matrices (I + TIP)-* and [J-f- C’ 
commute, since then . 
and this, together with the latter equation, proves Lemma 3. The problem 
of commutativity of c;“U and (I -+ TT*) --l can be settled as follow. 
From (6) we conclude that 
, 
and, consequently, 
furthermore 
and, finally, 
The proof of Lemma 3 and of Theorem 2 is thereby completc&. 
Remark 1. Using the identity ” 
(I -f- TT’)-’ z J - T(I -+ T*T)--IT* 
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and realizing that K in (3) equals (I + I’*?‘) -I, Eq. (I) cm be dectr~~cd 
from (7). In connection with this problem it is worth while to note that 
(1 - c-fC)K = K(I - PC). 
Remark 2. Let US yqqose that a given algorithm for finding the 
~~~n~ra~iz~d inverse of a matrix is used; denote the number of the required 
;zdditive and multi~~i~ativ~ operations in the case of an I ;< s matrix 
by a(~, s) aud m(r, s), respepively. Furthermore, let us ns5ume that (: T 
is an n >c p and V an 12 x q matrix. The application of (1) inwlws tlwn, 
;tt most, 
~~dditjve (3~rati~~n~ and 
f 
which implies V+V = CCC, and, ~~n~~~uent~y, T = 0, Therefort; from 
(7) we have: 
